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In  a  trajectory  of  practice  and 
research, there are three elements: 












t h e o r e t i c a l  p e r s p e c t i v e
relating Theory, Practice and  
evaluation in Practitioner research







a b s t r a c t
The authors have developed 
a model of practice-based 
research from observations 
and studies of practitioners 
undertaking Ph.D.s in digital art 
and specifically interactive art. 
Trajectories of research and 
practice have been identified 
that have common elements 
but are driven by different 
practitioner goals and prefer-
ences. The authors present a 
model of practitioner research 
that represents the relationship 
between theory, practice and 
evaluation, and they describe 
how different trajectories of 
research and practice lead to 
the development of theoretical 
frameworks by practitioners. 
Whilst the common features of 
the trajectories are important to 
identify so that the characteris-
tics of practitioner research can 
be understood more generally, 
the authors believe that having 
scope for individuality is vital to 
such research.
Fig. 1. trajectory Model of practice and 
research. (© ernest edmonds) trajectory Model 
of practice and research shows the three main 
elements that make up a practitioner trajectory 
of practice and research: practice, theory and 
evaluation. each element has outcomes and 
involves various kinds of activities. From practice, 
the main outcomes are Works (W), i.e. artifacts, 
installations, exhibition, performances, etc.; 
from theory, the main outcomes are criteria (c) 
(design strategies) and Frameworks (F); from 
evaluation come results (r).













tivities  and outcomes of  the  trajectory 
model.
















ing,  critiquing  and  applying  areas  of 





Figure  1  shows  the  three main  ele-
ments  that make up a practitioner  tra-
jectory of practice and research: Practice, 
Theory  and evaluation.  each  element 
has outcomes and involves various kinds 











theoretical  knowledge  and  is  used  to 













It  is  important  to note  that  a  trajec-







































Fig. 2. trajectory example 1: theory Drives practice. (© ernest 
edmonds) theory drives practice for the most part in the  
research process of this particular practitioner.
Fig. 3. trajectory example 2: practice Drives theory. (© ernest 
edmonds) in this example, creative practice is the main driver  
of the research, although it has to be noted that theory about  
sound synthesis and physical modeling was important to the  
practitioner’s design of the works.







creation of  visual  and  sound artworks. 
These practitioners are engaged in doc-
toral research involving a cyclical process 

































ation  forms an  integral part of  the  re-
search process. each practitioner devises 
individual frameworks that are used to 
guide  the making of works  and  shape 








comes  should—indeed,  for  the  Ph.d. 
must—be accessible to other people and 
therefore be available in a documented 













































Evaluation,  which  informs  practice, 
has a particular role defined by practi-
tioners themselves in order to facilitate 
reflections  on  practice  and  a  broader 





Fig. 4. andrew Johnston, Spheres of Influence, 2008. (© andrew Johnston. photo © rosanne 
hodgekiss.) trombonist ben Marks performs Spheres of Influence by andrew Johnston.
  Elements        Activities                         Outcomes
Practice     create, exhibit, reflect          Works: consisting of physical artifacts, musical compositions, 
                            software systems, installations, exhibitions, collaborations
Theory       read, think, write, develop      Frameworks: comprising questions, criteria, issues
Evaluation    observe, record, analyse, reflect  Evaluation: findings leading to new/modified works and frameworks
Table 1. Main Elements, Activities and Outcomes of Each Trajectory
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examPle 2: PracTice  
drives Theory— 
a framework for  












at  the  Sydney  opera  House  Studio 
in 2006 [8].


















process  occurred  in  collabora-
tion  with  composer  Ben  Marks.
2.  Theory: as part of  this collabora-




















3.  evaluation:  Having  derived  this 
first framework, she then evaluated 
her  existing  works.  These  works 




















personal  process.  The  other  outcome 




all  impinge  upon  the  framework  that 
may be developed, over long periods of 
time,  in  relation  to extended  series of 
artworks.
examPle 1: Theory drives 
PracTice—a framework 
for inTeracTive emergenT 
exPerience
Jennifer  Seevinck  is  a  visual  artist  in-
terested  in  interactive  art,  emergence, 
perception  and  the  Gestalt,  tangible 
computing,  virtual  reality  and medical 
simulation  [6].  Seevinck  is  exploring 
how her artworks might stimulate emer-
gent  experience  in  audiences,  that  is, 
the appearance (to the viewer) of new 
forms not  explicit  in  the  source work. 
as  an artist,  she  is  continually making 














Fig. 5. trajectory 
example 3: theory-
practice reflexiv-
ity. (© ernest 
edmonds) the tra-
jectory of practice 
and research here, 
although theory 
driven in many 
respects, is charac-
terized by a strong 
reflexive relation-
ship between theory 
and practice.








providing  a  model  for  other  curators 
wishing to practice in this emerging field. 
The trajectory of practice and research 










consisting  of  tools  and  meth-
ods  for  understanding  audience 
experience.
2.  evaluation:  The  framework  was 
then applied to two case studies of 
her collaboration with artists who 





case  studies  of  the  collaboration 
between  the  curator-practitioner 
and  the  two artists,  the practitio-
ner was able to refine her under-
standing  and  generate  a  revised 
critical  framework  consisting 












questions  about  the  knowledge  being 
used; making progress required further 
























In  Fig.  4,  trombonist  Ben  Marks  is 
seen  performing  Johnston’s  Spheres of 
Influence.
examPle 3: Theory and 
PracTice reflexiviTy— 
a framework for  
collaboraTive  
curaTorial PracTice
Lizzie  Muller  is  a  curator,  writer  and 










tional  musical  instruments  and 
have attributes that were perceived 
as natural,  consistent,  interesting 
and  motivating  from  a  player’s 










study  in  which  the  instruments 
were evaluated against  the  initial 
criteria.  The  instruments  were 
played and evaluated by other ex-
perienced musicians  in a process 
that  was  observed  and  recorded 
by the practitioner with other ob-
servers. The study examined what 
happened  when  the  instruments 
were played in real practice: Were 
the  initial criteria  satisfied? What 
else  happened  that  was  unex-





understandings  emerged  in  the 






Fig. 6. brigid costello, Elysian Fields, installation, 2006. (© brigid costello)
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Fig. 7. trajectory 
example 4: practice-
theory reflexivity. 
(© ernest edmonds) 
the trajectory of 
practice and research 
takes this artist-
researcher through 
several stages of cre-
ation and evaluation: 
from formulating the 
main research ques-
tion and generating 
design strategies that 
are tested with exist-
ing artifacts, to the 
creation of new works 
using the tested (and 
modified) strategies.
purpose is to create a common language 

































imPlicaTions for  





to  shape  her  works  so  that  they 
engendered  or  encouraged  play. 
These  criteria  arose  from  reflec-
tions about her earlier work as well 
as that of other interactive artists.
2.  Theory:  From  an  exploration  of 
theoretical  literature  about  play 
and  related  phenomena,  she  de-
veloped a framework of play based 
on 13 pleasure categories.
3.  evaluation:  The  works  created 
using  the modified  criteria  were 










5.  Theory:  a  relationship  between 
the  refined criteria  and  the final 
version of  the  framework was  es-
tablished.  The  “play  framework” 
of 13 pleasure categories provides 
a structure for both creation and 
evaluation  of  works.  It  is  not  in-
tended to be an exhaustive set of 





of  audience  experience.  Such  experi-
ences might  include  pleasure  derived 
from creating something during interac-
tion or difficulty encountered that poses 
a  challenge  and  provides  pleasure  in 
its overcoming. The  framework’s main 
the  artist’s  response  to  the  audi-
ence experience.
5.  Theory:  The  framework  was  en-
larged to embrace three principal 
themes  (control,  complexity  and 










This  example  provides  a  unique  in-
sight into a practitioner-researcher’s ap-
proach combining a theory with practice 
in  curatorial  experience  in  a  dynamic 
reflexive  relationship.  The  exhibition 
as a work outcome has often been doc-
umented via a catalogue, making avail-
able  a  kind  of  record  different  from 
conventional  academic  publications. 
on a broader scale, this kind of practi-




examPle 4: PracTice and 
Theory—a framework 







interaction  design,  programming  and 
visual design. She has also worked as a 
cinematographer. as part of her Ph.d. 
research,  Costello  has  developed ways 
to enable playful experiences for audi-
ences interacting with her artworks Ely-
sian Fields (Fig. 6), Sprung! and Just a Bit 
of Spin [12].
Her  trajectory  of  practice  and  re-
search  takes  this  artist-researcher 
through  several  stages of  creation and 
evaluation: from formulating the main 
research  question  and  generating  de-
sign  strategies  that  are  tested with  ex-




ber  of  interactive  works  that  en-
abled  her  to  explore  audience 
experience  using  criteria  for  de-
sign (“strategies,” to use her term) 











tween  practice,  theory  and  evaluation 
involved many iterations and much in-
teraction between  the elements  as  the 
creative  process  drove  a  continuous 
process of  change. The model  applies 
to each case but also enables the differ-
ent  trajectories  that  were  taken  to  be 
compared. The fact that such variation 
can occur within the highly structured 
approach  to  practice-based  research 



















audience  response  is  fundamental  for 
its practitioners. as  the  cases  above  il-












We  have  attempted  to  articulate  how 



















and  Design Studies  [16],  an  article  by 
Bilda, Candy and edmonds [17] and a 
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